«Design excels only when it offers great moments in people’s lives.»
Curt Bossuyt, CEO

SALUC - CALLERMIEUX (BELGIUM) 1952
Times are changing, trends are succeeding one another... but, undoubtedly, the word "fusion" has become more than a concept. You have heard about the fusion of generations, the fusion of cultures, fusion cuisine, fusion music. Today, we are offering Fusion furniture.

Nowadays, a good product is not just a good design but also an environment: the life and the people which the product targets and their need to create valuable moments.

Offering emotion and quality time, these are the key values embodied by the Fusion table.

Designed to entertain, the Fusion table has exactly what is needed to create wonderful and unforgettable moments for you, your family and guests, all in a resolutely contemporary setting.
Functional, with a timeless and elegant design, the Fusion table creates a relaxed atmosphere for dinner with family or friends.

Able to seat 10 people comfortably, the Fusion table is perfect for family or professional meetings.

The generous width of the Fusion table offers you the opportunity to set a table of rare elegance and will be very practical and comfortable for your receptions.
After the meal, it takes less than a minute to turn the Fusion table into a top-of-the-range billiard table. Just slip the benches under the table, remove the three table tops and pick up the billiard cues, triangle, Amarith billiard balls and chalk. You are ready to start a game. With a simple click, the patented “easy-lift” system allows you to optimise the table’s height for the game.

This billiard table complies scrupulously with the dimensions of a 7-foot American table. Enjoy the technical standards of a genuine billiard table in the comfort of your home or office. Both experienced players and amateurs will enjoy it.
The following pages present several examples offering an insight into what motivates people, what drives them, what makes them choose the Fusion table for everyday use. They are our Ambassadors. Discover what the Fusion table offers its users in everyday life. They will be able to speak about it better than us.

FIND OTHER TESTIMONIALS ON THE WEBSITE WWW.FUSIONTABLES.COM
The hustle and bustle of life in a city centre attracts many dynamic executives such as me, but the price of property is often the downside of the equation. That is why multi-functional furniture is a solution that helps me to get the most out of my reduced living space.

When I was a child, we always had a billiard room at home. I promised myself that I would have one in my own apartment, but I just didn’t have the space to accommodate my dream. Now, thanks to the Fusion table, I have a superb dining table and a beautiful billiard table all in one, meaning that I can surprise my friends. They love it!

Exactly two seconds, is what it took my dad who just sold his large home to retire on Key Biscayne, to decide he needed a Fusion table over there as well.

Bryan F. (New York - USA)
We are a small communication agency and our clients, with their last-minute marketing campaigns, certainly know how to keep up the pressure...

So yes! We work many long hours and very little time is left over for us to boost our team spirit.

The Fusion table was exactly what we needed. Nothing is planned, but once a week, whenever we have the opportunity, we have a meeting and then we play a game of billiards. And do you know what? It generates a relaxing moment which is perfect for building a great team spirit.

This table is as innovative and creative as our agency is and it has become our symbol.
Ever since I started playing billiards regularly, I’ve always dreamt about having my own table at home. My wife always refused to consider having a traditional billiard table in our lounge. Then, one day, she saw this table in an interior design magazine and immediately fell in love with it. When she showed me the article, I thought I was dreaming.

This table allows us to enjoy our meals at a conventional height table, and when I have 5 minutes to myself, I’m able to work on my billiards technique on professional quality equipment. The children love it.

Gareth S. (Dublin, Ireland)
Ever since I moved into my flat in Brussels, I’ve been spending time with my brother and his wife Julie. I’ve played the piano for years and, often, in the evening, to entertain my loved ones, I give them a short concert. But, I have to admit that ever since I found my Fusion table, billiards have become the star of the show. Everybody wants to try it because we all know each other, so nobody is embarrassed about playing for the first time. The conclusion is that my sister-in-law visits the house regularly and we have great fun with the table. Luckily, games are free at my house!

For a fun leisure activity with all the family, a billiard table is ideal. It is one of the only games which brings us together, young and old, men and women, friends and neighbours, around a highly amusing game regardless of the person’s level.

Ingrid V. (Bruxelles - Belgium)
As designers, we found the Fusion table on the Web, after consulting blogs and an interior design website. The customer was looking for a billiard table for his new house. I was having problems finding one that suited his house’s modern style.

Despite it being a renovated building with a surface area of over 300 m², there was no space for a billiard room. The Fusion table, with its very contemporary design, was the perfect solution.

Minimum room size: 4.38 m x 3.42 m - 171" x 134"
With Premium Aramith accessory kit.
Patent pending easy-lift system

The optional spring assisted Easy-Lift system allows to raise the Fusion table with minimal effort adding 3" / 75 mm from standard 29.5" / 76 cm dining height to optimal playing height.

The system requires no maintenance and has a patent pending auto-lock auto-level feature assuring perfect leveling, and maximum stability & steadiness to the Fusion table in its upper position.

Ready to play anytime

Unique solutions allow the accessories to be stored on the table. The void between the tops and the slate stores cues and racks. Unique patent pending Ball-Slides move above the stretch cloth to allow balls to be stored right in the pockets without stretching out.
The combination of state of the art equipment with the finishing expertise only passionate artisans can assure, results in a design dining pool table that everyone perceives as exceptional and that has a longevity to last several generations.

High-quality components, modern materials, the meticulous selection of the very best timber.

High-precision manufacturing:
Using state of the art CNC machines, the Fusion table is manufactured to very tight tolerances for a precise assembly. Its wooden parts are CNC cut but finished with multi-layer varnish by artisans.

Flat pocket system (patent pending)
In order for all the billiard table’s elements to be inserted unobtrusively within the less than 12 cm (4 1/2”) thick Fusion table’s top, an ingenious and unique pocket system has been developed. This consists of a strong high-tech elasticised nylon membrane able to hold all the balls pocketed during the game, which returns to its original flat position when the balls are removed.

A metallic zip system is placed over it to store the balls in the pockets without deforming them once the game is over, meaning that your dining table is able to hold all the equipment needed for a game of billiards, without anyone suspecting a thing.

The FusionTables accessory kits range offers only high value and professional quality billiard balls and cues under the world famous trade mark Aramith.
A hyper-rigid structure

The unique steel Space-Frame construction with an integrated leveling system allows an easy, quick and accurate assembly. Contrary to wooden pool tables, the rigid Space-Frame makes it totally unnecessary to correct its level afterwards, as it is not influenced by room temperature or humidity.

A one piece slate

The Fusion table is delivered with a 3/4” / 19 mm high precision cut natural slate. Already covered with cloth, this 1-pce mono-bed slate on Fusion’s rigid Space-Frame avoids all adjustment problems common with the usual 3-pce slate surfaces.

“K66” rails

The Fusion billiard table is fitted with K66 rails, known for offering one of the best bounces, thus enabling great precision for the game.

Simonis Table Cloth

The Fusion table is always fitted with a Simonis table cloth, a worldwide brand and benchmark for this type of covering. These cloths, containing at least 85% wool, brushed according to the rulebook, guarantee optimum speed, a smooth roll, easy maintenance and an exceptional lifespan.

www.fusiontables.com
Specifications
Table dimension
2.30 m x 1.34 m; height: 0.75 m
90.6” x 52.8”; height: 29.5”
Playing surface
1.92 m x 0.96 m
75.6” x 37.8”
Optimum dimension for the dining
room*
4.90 m x 3.95 m
192” x 154”
(*) With standard & Pro-Cup Aramith accessory kits.

Minimum room size*
4.38 m x 3.42 m
171” x 134”
(*) With a Premium Aramith accessory kit.

Wood
- Wenge finish (oak)
- Walnut
- Grey oak
- Light oak
- Matt black lacquer
- Matt or gloss white lacquer

For this top-of-the-range series, the table’s structure and legs are in brushed stainless steel.

STAINLESS STEEL MODEL
Specifications

Table dimension
2.30 m x 1.34 m; height: 0.75 m
90.6" x 52.8"; height: 29.5"

Playing surface
1.92 m x 0.96 m
75.6" x 37.8"

Optimum dimension for the dining room*
4.90 m x 3.95 m
192" x 154"

(*) With standard & Pro-Cup Aramith accessory kits.

The powder coated METAL LINE

For this series, the steel structure is powder-coated with epoxy, a very resistant material to scratching and corrosion.

Available in 3 colours: Aluminium grey, Satin white RAL9003 and Satin black RAL9005.

Wood

Wenge finish (oak)
Walnut
Grey oak
Light oak
Matt black lacquer
Matt or gloss white lacquer
CLOTH COLOURS AVAILABLE

The Fusion table is always supplied with a Simonis table cloth in the colour of your choice available in more than 20 colours, from the most traditional to the most "fashionable". On Simonis cloths, the smooth and regular thread ensures the billiard ball's consistent speed and optimum bounce on the rails. The brushed thread, with a high wool content, allows the ball to roll more evenly and reduces burn marks. This precise manufacturing process offers exceptional precision and uniformity, which explains why Simonis has been the top choice for tournaments for generations.

Simonis H2O: The new stain-proof cloth! Simonis H2O is a coated cloth specially treated to resist occasional splashes. Its waterproofing protects it for several hours from water and other drinks which may be spilt accidentally on your table. (only available in colour number 31 - yellow green)
Matching benches and stools

To free the playing area, Fusion benches and stools have been designed to be stored under the table during the game. The Fusion universe is not limited to a dining table. It is the result of coherence between purity and delicate lines. The Fusion seats enhance this visual effect.

- Lacquered aluminium (powder coating) or stainless steel base to match the Fusion table’s colours.
- Multifibre coating finish (black, white, dark brown).
- Overstitched seams for a perfect “leather” effect.
- Firm seat thanks to compact and comfortable foam.
- Bench for 4 people, stool for one person.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Dark brown</th>
<th>Cream white</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>46 cm / 18”</td>
<td>43 cm / 17”</td>
<td>43 cm / 17”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>4 cm / 1.5”</td>
<td>3 cm / 1.2”</td>
<td>3 cm / 1.2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>47 cm / 18.5”</td>
<td>20 cm / 7.9”</td>
<td>20 cm / 7.9”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHOOSE YOUR EQUIPMENT

The Fusion table is supplied fully-equipped, but it may be customised in different ways. The list opposite is limited but includes the main options.

For further information, consult our website: www.fusiontables.com

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

**aramith® Standard Kit**

- **Balls and related items**
  - 1 set of Aramith Crown Standard balls
  - 1 Aramith micro fibre cloth
  - 1 wooden triangle

- **Cues and related items**
  - 4 two-piece billiard cues to be screwed together
  - 1 two-piece bridge stick to be screwed together
  - 1 bridge head
  - 4 Aramith chalks

- **Other accessories**
  - 1 table brush
  - 1 rule book

**aramith® New Premium Kit**

- **Balls and related items**
  - 1 set of Aramith Premium balls
  - 1 Aramith ball cleaner
  - 1 Aramith micro fibre cloth
  - 1 wooden triangle
  - 1 9-ball rack

- **Cues and related items**
  - 2 58" (147 cm) billiard cues
  - 2 48" (122 cm) short billiard cues
  - 1 two-piece bridge stick to be screwed together
  - 1 bridge head
  - 1 cue repair kit
  - 4 Aramith chalks

- **Other accessories**
  - 1 table brush
  - 1 under rail brush
  - 1 leather tally shaker bottle
  - 1 set of wooden tally balls
  - 1 rule book

**aramith® Pro Cup Kit**

- **Balls and related items**
  - 1 set of Super Aramith Pro-Cup balls (including the famous 6 red dots cue ball)
  - 1 Jim Rempe training ball + manual
  - 1 Aramith ball cleaner
  - 1 Aramith micro fibre cloth
  - 1 9-ball rack
  - 1 bottle of Aramith ball cleaner
  - 1 Deluxe cue repair kit
  - 6 Aramith chalks

- **Cues and related items**
  - 4 two-piece billiard cues to be screwed together
  - 1 two-piece bridge stick to be screwed together
  - 1 bridge head
  - 1 6-cue rack

- **Other accessories**
  - 1 table brush
  - 1 under rail brush
  - 1 leather tally shaker bottle
  - 1 set of wooden tally balls
  - 1 rule book
Fusion Sideboard

The new series of Fusion Tables’ sideboards offers two styles and two lengths for a piece of furniture designed in the “Fusion” spirit of pure lines associated with the very wood variety of the Fusion tables. This modern modular concept includes a storage element in high-quality satin or gloss lacquered white or black wood. It is fitted with 3 or 4 doors – without handles. More than a piece of storage furniture, the sideboard also enables the table tops of the Fusion table to be kept in a safe place during your billiard games. The asymmetrical, geometric arrangement of the doors adds an artistic and original touch to your interior.

Main features:
- 2.21 m to 2.66 m (87” to 104” 3/4”) long flexible concept, perfectly matched wood colours between the Fusion table and the sideboard. The doors without handles open simply by pressing on them.
- Pre-assembled storage unit for quick assembly in just 6 steps.

* The 4-door model includes a drawer.
**Characteristics:**

- Operates with a 200 - 240 Volt transformer and a group section switch.
- SEC 12 - 35 V 700 mA
- Net weight: 10 kg
- Material: glass & metal, satin nickel finish.

**Dimensions:**
16 cm wide / 140 cm long. The light can be positioned at a distance between 70 and 115 cm (27.5” and 45” 1/4) from the ceiling.

**Fusion LED system**

With this light and contemporary pendant lamp, the Fusion LED system allows you to create two atmospheres. During meals, the 7 white LED create a pleasantly intimate ceiling lamp environment for your guests. In play mode, a stronger light will illuminate the entire table. Using 14 long-life LED, economical and environmentally-friendly.

**Consumption:** 4.2 Watts

**Intensity:** 1050 Lumens

**Light colour:** 5010 Kelvin
The Fusion chair

The new Fusion chair has been specially developed by the Fusion-tables design team. Its black microfiber leather covering makes it extremely comfortable as well as easy to clean and match with other items. The Fusion chair back has been designed to sit flush to the Fusion table in its higher position so as not to disturb players during a game of billiards. So there is nothing to put away before playing.
OUR MISSION: MAKE YOUR DREAMS A REALITY

For more than 85 years, the Aramith group has developed and manufactured products which offer consumer’s overall value. By focusing on top quality products since the creation of our company in 1923, we have constantly adapted our range to changes in our customers’ lives. Our desire to listen, look, analyse and anticipate has enabled us to launch products to improve your daily life.

We do not take success for granted because we believe that customers are entitled to be demanding. We specialise in the field of lifestyle and sharing pleasure in the comfort of your home, with family or friends from all generations. The Fusion table offers a completely new concept for the dining room. A unique product which meets a need to join together. With its surprising design concept with added conviviality, the Fusion table offers a multitude of entertainment options for the home.

Rather than an external sign of wealth, it offers its know-how to help you to relax and unwind at home. At a time when most people spend hours alone in front of their computer, going home and having fun with friends offers balance and meaning to life. Our team took great pleasure in designing the Fusion table. It hopes that you will have just as much pleasure using it.
Fusiontables has joined forces with the Champagne Veuve Clicquot to launch a limited edition of the Fusion table. The Fusiontables team developed a dedicated yellow billiard ball set, in the Veuve Clicquot inspirational colour, beauty, mystery and definitely catching the eye. The numbered series designed by FusionTables combines French art de vivre with innovation, two traits that capture the essence of Maison Veuve Clicquot. This exclusive table is a perfect example of how sharing special moments with friends goes hand in hand with contemporary design. This elegant dining table was made from the finest materials by highly qualified Belgian craftsmen and its innovative design in the emblematic colours of Veuve Clicquot perfectly illustrates the importance of the prestigious champagne brand for the design world.
CREDITS

Puppy Me Too by Magis Designer Eero Aarnio Year 2005 www.magis.com
LC3 by Cassina Designer Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret, Charlotte Perriand Year 1928 www.cassina.it
Ceramic Fruit by Bull and Stein Designer Lisa Pappon 2012 www.bullstein.com
Panton Chair by Vitra Designer Verner Panton 1960 www.vitra.com
Vase-One by Serralunga Designer Luca Barcelotto 2004 www.serralunga.com
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